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Company profile

Pomdi,
manufacturers

of tools for glass
processing

Founded 26 years ago in Madrid by a few
technicians from a multinational industrial diamond

firm, Pomdi has undergone astounding
growth in the last ten years. The company now

supplies tools for processing flat glass to
44 countries around the world, besides claiming to have

a 50 per cent share in the Spanish market.

Alberto Oliva*

POMDI, HERRAMIENTAS DE DIAMANTE, SA

Pomdi’s
new facilities
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The beginnings
The Spanish company

Pomdi, Herramientas de
Diamante SA began life in 1972, after a
small group of technicians from a
multinational diamond tool manu-
facturer decided to start a new business.
At that time, the industrial diamond was
not considered at all in the flat glass
field; however, these technicians
understood that it was an irreplaceable
abrasive for glass processing. The
multinational in question was involved
in the metal industry and had few
possibilities of changing, so the
technicians had the idea of creating their
own company, which celebrated its 26th
anniversary in April this year.

Of the three initiators of the project,
just two have remained since 1984, José
Antonio Pozo Peña as Technical
Director and José Oliva Hernández as
Commercial Director.

During the last 26 years, Pomdi has
had to focus very carefully on each product it
manufactured, as it has had to produce a tool

that works better than the original tools
supplied by glass machinery manufacturers.
Otherwise, it would have been impossible to
launch it on the market, due to the strong
competition from machine manufacturers or, in
some cases, Spanish distributors, who applied
more pressure than foreign distributors in this
respect.

Development
Nowadays, the Spanish glass dealer is

becoming more established and knows that
although machine manufacturers only know
about machines, they do not necessarily know
what the best tools are. Thus the idea of
“original tools” or “original spare parts” being
the best is nonsensical.

As can be observed from the graph (left),
Pomdi has experienced remarkable development
in the last 10 years, despite the crisis of 1993 and
1994, when Spain went through a difficult
period. For this reason, the company saw the
need to open up towards foreign markets; until
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then it had just exported a small part of its
production to Europe.

From 1993-1994, when Pomdi’s real
expansion to the new markets occurred, Mr.
Peña’s and Mr. Hernández’s sons, David Pozo
Fernández and Alberto Oliva Flores, both
graduates in chemistry, made a great
contribution to the company. Without them this
outstanding growth in exports would not have
been possible.

At the moment, Pomdi is a leader in the
Spanish market, with totally Spanish capital
and technology.

According to its own research, it holds a
national market share of more than 50 per cent,
the rest being held by the other twenty-five
distributors of tools manufactured outside
Spain. Although it could be satisfied with this
figure, the company is striving hard to see it
grow.

In 1985, a subsidiary of Pomdi, Electrodiam,
was created. Located on the same site, but with
independent facilities, the subsidiary was set up
to manufacture diamond tools by a system of
electrolysis.

New facilities
In order to face the new challenges in

production, together with increasingly strict
quality requirements, the company found it
necessary to enlarge and improve its facilities.
Thus from two buildings of 1,200 square
metres, Pomdi’s premises now consist of three
buildings of about 2,500 square metres.

The aim was to increase the company’s
production capacity and to meet the
requirements of its customers. The site
now includes dedicated departments for
testing, checking and controlling, in
order to have a strict follow-up of Pomdi’s
quality control system, based on the
international norm ISO 9002. These
enlargements, together with careful planning
and computer-aided design, make  Pomdi one
of the most modern companies in the industrial
diamond sector.

EXPORT MARKETS
Argentina
Bahrain
Belgium
Bolivia
Brazil
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Czech Republic
Chile
China
Denmark
Ecuador
Egypt
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Holland
Hong Kong
Hungary
India

Iran
Ireland
Italy
Kenya
Kuwait
Latvia
Mexico
Morocco
Mozambique
Portugal
Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Slovenia
South Africa
South Korea
Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
United Kingdom
Uruguay
Venezuela

Optics
dressing
room
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Products
Pomdi produces a wide range of high-quality

tools for the manufacture, cutting and edging of
glass. Priority is given to quality and customer
service.

Profile edging tools
The previous range has been extended to

include new designs. As an option, these tools
present electroplated diamond conformers, in
order to profile the bright tools and obtain
ceramic tools just like diamond ones in seconds,

avoiding the polishing problems  that the
complex profiles have.

High-speed bevelling tools
With sets of six or more diamond

tools, the requirement is for a tool able to
work at the maximum speeds shown in
the bevelling machine. Pomdi offers
complete sets for each machine, from the
first metallic positions, with a great
cutting capacity, to the low-pressure
resin tools, which work at maximum
speeds without overpowering the
machine or bending the angles.

Short-train bevelling machines
With three or four diamond tools,

these machines need a tool adaptable to
any kind of work and bevel quality. This
means tools which combine softness and
cutting capacity. The development of the

new Pomdi metallic bonds allows  these tools
to work fast without marking the bevel.
Together with the low-pressure resin tools, the
machine can work well at yielding speeds and
without any problem when changing the bevel.

Cup tools for linear edging and variable
angle machines

Through a specific geometry of the diamond
stripe combined with the new-generation
metallic bonds, Pomdi has obtained tools able to
edge and angle monolithic glass, as well as

security glass, with the same machine. In
the same line, new tools have been
developed in order to angle with a very
good cut capacity in high-width security
glass.

Fast core drills
Pomdi has improved the manu-

facturing of its drills to achieve increased
drilling capacity and quick cut, making
them highly competitive.

*Export Manager
Pomdi - Spain

Diamond
wheels
for edging

Diamond
tools for
flat glass
processing


